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1 IntroductionThe implementation of network communication protocolsis a complex task requiring careful design to achieve highperformance and reliability. An e�cient implementationmust exhibit both high throughput (transmission capacityper unit time) and low latency (time per transmission). Itmust achieve these goals while ensuring that data transmis-sion functions reliably over unreliable media. In addition tothe intrinsic complexity of the task, the problem of imple-menting a network protocol is compounded by the need tointerface with hardware device drivers and to o�er a stan-dard interface to higher-level clients. These demands stressconventional software engineering methodology to the pointthat network protocols are often regarded as prime exam-ples of the need to violate principles of structure and safety.To achieve e�ciency and express low-level operations, manyimplementations use programming languages such as C orC++ that support low-level operations and let the program-mer violate abstraction boundaries. Ad hoc techniques areused to compensate for the lack of linguistic support forprogram structuring, multi-threading, and storage manage-ment. The resulting programs are generally di�cult to mod-ify and maintain.The purpose of the Fox Project is to investigate whetherthis unfortunate state of a�airs is essential. In particular theproject is investigating the suitability of modern program-ming languages based on rigorous semantic foundations forsystems programming applications such as the implementa-tion of network protocols. The overall goals of the projectare to advance the design of programming languages by us-ing them to solve systems programming problems and toadvance the art of systems programming through the useof programming languages that support modularity, typechecking, and higher-order functions.This paper describes an implementation of the standardTCP/IP protocol stack in an extension of the Standard ML(SML) language. In structuring our implementation, wehave made careful use of the Standard ML modules system.We de�ne a generic signature for all protocols and specializethis for speci�c protocols. Functors that implement variousprotocols may then be parameterized by generic protocols,thereby providing a \mix-and-match" capability in compos-ing protocols into complex networking systems. The typecompatibility of the various components of a network sys-tem is checked by the compiler. We �nd it signi�cant thatmost of the information needed to understand the structureand interactions in our code can be obtained from a study



of the signatures alone.The system we have built uses the SML module lan-guage to express design abstractions. These abstractionshave been described informally by other researchers in thenetworking �eld but have never been concretely expressedin implementations due to the lack of appropriate supportin the programming languages used.In addition to modules, SML has safety guarantees abouttype and storage use that assist in the development andmaintenance processes by eliminating type errors and stor-age use errors.We have extended the SML language to make it easierto express low-level operations and to make it easier for thecompiler to produce e�cient code for these operations. Theextensions we use include �rst-class continuations, byte ar-rays, 8-bit, 16-bit, and 32-bit values and operations, andfunctions to access the system and the hardware.Section 2 summarizes the terminology and concepts usedto describe the design and implementation of network com-munications software. Section 3 recasts these concepts interms of ML language structures and presents our signaturesand the high-level design choices that they reect. Section 4reports on the experience we have had with our initial sys-tem, and Section 5 concludes by summarizing our resultsand looking ahead.2 Network Communications SystemsThe terminology used for network communications systemsoften depends on the speci�c type of system being discussed,and is not always used consistently. To �x terminology wede�ne the terms layer, protocol, protocol stack, instance, andpeer.A network communications system can be viewed as animplementation of an abstract machine. Application pro-grams (clients) communicate through an interface repre-sented by this abstract machine. A client may use this in-terface as a building block in building further abstractions.The term layer refers to a network abstraction.In keeping with conventional usage, we use protocol torefer to an implementation of a layer, that is, an algorithmthat realizes a network abstraction. A protocol stack is anordered collection of protocols layered on top of each other,each protocol implementing its abstraction in terms of theabstraction upon which it is layered.An instance of a protocol is the execution of a protocolon a particular system. There could potentially be severalinstances of the same protocol within the same system at thesame time. In practice the state of an instance can be usedto represent the instance, so that code can be shared amonginstances. The peer of a given instance A is the instance Bwith which A is communicating. Whenever A communicateswith itself, A is its own peer. Typically, peers run on separatemachines (hosts) connected on a network.A well-known example is TCP/IP, which consists of threelayers. The IP layer supports unreliable transmission of datausing hardware-independent addressing. The TCP layersupports reliable delivery of correct1 data. TCP is built ontop of IP. IP itself is layered on top of hardware-speci�c pro-tocols such as Ethernet or ATM. Data handed by TCP toIP may or may not be delivered to the intended destination,may be corrupted, or may be delivered multiple times. TCP1The correctness is probabilistic, and incorrect data can, with verylow probability, be delivered by a correct implementation of TCP.

attaches a unique identi�er and check bits to each messagesent, and exchanges messages with its peers to retransmitany messages that have been lost or corrupted.We say that an implementation of a network communi-cation system is well-structured if:� it has a distinct protocol for each layer� all the peers of each instance of a protocol are otherinstances of the same protocol,� the layered structure is realized using modules and ex-plicit interfaces.It is a simple observation that many implementationsof network communication systems are not well-structuredaccording to our de�nition. One reason for this situation isthat network software is usually implemented in C, whichfails to support modules with clean interfaces.Another reason for the poor structure of many implemen-tations is the lack of modularity of the TCP and IP proto-cols. Speci�cally, the TCP protocol expects to make use ofdata structures internal to IP. This leads to an instanceof the TCP protocol receiving information from the peer ofthe IP protocol, which violates the principles of good struc-ture. Protocols de�ned within the ISO reference model [5]are generally more modular.Another explanation for the lack of structure within im-plementations is that some optimizations are only possibleif layer boundaries are violated. For example, a clean, butine�cient, implementation of a layered protocol would copythe data and perform a context switch every time the datahad to cross the boundary between two layers. A more opti-mized implementation would only copy the data when abso-lutely necessary, and avoid context switches between layersby using the same thread of control (where possible) to ex-ecute the code for all the layers. Taking this to an extreme,all the boundaries between layers are removed. This merg-ing of layers is similar to the loop fusion done by Fortrancompilers and to the deforestation techniques used by func-tional language compilers. It reduces intermediate storageand the operations required to store and retrieve the data,and therefore saves time and space. Unlike these compila-tion techniques, the layers of communication software aretypically merged by hand and optimized at the source codelevel, in a technique called Integrated Layer Processing orILP[2]. The disadvantage of using ILP at the source codelevel is that it completely destroys the modular structure ofthe protocol implementation.2One recent and notable exception to these poorly struc-tured network implementations is the software produced bythe x-kernel project [9], which has developed implementa-tions of protocol stacks that are well-structured and highlymodular. In the x-kernel, all layers declare an interface con-taining the same set of procedures each with the same setof arguments. This structure of procedures and its callingconvention is called the meta-protocol . As a result, a pro-tocol need not know which other layer it is layered on, andprotocols can be layered almost arbitrarily to build customprotocol stacks that achieve the di�erent performance trade-o�s required by di�erent applications.The x-kernel does not use ILP. As pointed out by Clarkand others [4], many of the costs of traditional protocol im-plementations are not due to layering, and can instead be2Abbott and Peterson [1] have addressed this by developing a spe-cialized language for protocol data processing.2



device/OSdevice driverEthernetIPTCPApplicationFigure 1: A Standard Protocol Stacks.traced to avoidable ine�ciencies in the layered implemen-tations. By concentrating on avoiding unnecessary contextswitches and data copying, the x-kernel achieves e�cientdata transmission and reception while retaining a clean de-sign whose structure is the same as that of the protocolstack [9]. This shows that while integrated layer process-ing may improve performance, a well-structured design canachieve good performance even without ILP.Our work has been inspired by and has taken many ideasfrom the design of the x-kernel. Unlike the x-kernel, we havedeveloped formal interfaces for our protocols and given themconcrete expression in SML. In fact we believe that the x-kernel ideas can only be given full expression in a languagelike SML. The next section explains the general principleswe followed in developing the formal interfaces and the de-tails of the interfaces, and explain how the interfaces �t inour implementation of the TCP/IP protocol suite.3 Structuring Communication Systems in Standard MLWe have developed a well-structured implementation ofa simpli�ed version of the TCP/IP protocol suite3 in a lan-guage based on Standard ML. We refer to our implementa-tion as the Fox Net. This section gives an overview of theFox Net, omitting details in the interest of describing theoverall structure and how it is realized in SML.In our overview we present SML signatures, structures,and functors. An SML signature speci�es the interface of amodule. A module may implement multiple, di�erent sig-natures. A signature may be thought of as a collection ofconditions a candidate implementation of the interface mustsatisfy. An implementation of an interface speci�ed by a sig-nature is an SML structure that must have a concrete typefor every type speci�ed by the signature and a value for ev-ery value speci�ed by the signature. A functor is essentiallya parameterized structure whose parameters are structures.A functor, when applied to actual arguments, computes anew structure. We refer to this as the instantiation of afunctor. A functor may be instantiated multiple times, withthe same or di�erent parameters, each time producing anew structure. Functor instantiation can involve executionof arbitrary code to build the resulting structure. This maybe exploited in a number of ways, including code selectionbased on instantiation-time ags [6] and optimizations basedon pre-computing those values that are computable at in-stantiation time.3Our simpli�ed implementation would be a full TCP/IP if it im-plemented IP options. These are part of the standard, but are notrequired for normal operation, and we do not support them yet.

3.1 Protocol Building BlocksThe individual protocols in a protocol stack are implementedby a collection of functors that de�ne a layer in terms of thelayer below it. Here, we start with a simpli�ed examplein which each functor has only one parameter. This codebuilds a stack containing TCP, IP, Ethernet, and a deviceinterface.functor Tcp(structure Lower:PROTOCOL):TCP PROTOCOL =...functor Ip (structure Lower:PROTOCOL):IP PROTOCOL =...functor Eth (structure Lower:PROTOCOL):ETH PROTOCOL =...functor Eth Device ():DEVICE PROTOCOL=...structure Device Instance = Eth Device ()structure Eth Instance =Eth (structure Lower = Device Instance)structure Ip Instance =Ip (structure Lower = Eth Instance)structure Tcp Instance =Tcp (structure Lower = Ip Instance)val connection=Tcp Instance.active open(...)This code produces the standard protocol stack shown inFigure 1.Each of the protocol functors is parameterized by a struc-ture which must satisfy the PROTOCOL signature. This pa-rameter represents the lower layer protocol. At the sametime, each individual functor has an interface de�ned bya di�erent signature, such as IP PROTOCOL or TCP PROTOCOL.These speci�c signatures de�ne the interface for one particu-lar protocol and are de�ned as enrichments of the PROTOCOLsignature. The PROTOCOL signature is generic and de�nesthe minimal set of features that every protocol should sat-isfy, and is therefore analogous to the meta-protocol of thex-kernel. Since PROTOCOL is used to constrain the parameter,only the types and values speci�ed in PROTOCOL are availableto each functor from the actual protocol that is supplied asa parameter.The signatures of the individuals protocols in a stack arederived from the generic signature using a form of speci�ca-tion inheritance expressed by the SML include construct:signature PROTOCOL = sig ... endsignature TCP PROTOCOL = sig...include PROTOCOLsharing type ......endBy including the generic signature in their de�nition,each of the speci�c signatures inherits all the types and val-ues declared in the PROTOCOL signature. Sharing constraintsbind the types declared in PROTOCOL to types that are de-clared in the specialized signature. Because the special-ized signatures inherit all the types and values of PROTOCOL,they are enriched descendants of the same signature. Anyfunctor that satis�es a specialized signature also satis�esthe PROTOCOL signature, and any instantiation of such a func-tor can be used as a parameter to other protocol functors.3



device/OSdevice driverEthernetTCPApplicationFigure 2: A Non-Standard Protocol Stacks.To illustrate the modularity a�orded by the use of func-tors to de�ne protocols, we can build a non-standard proto-col stack with TCP running directly over Ethernet.structure Tcp Over Ethernet =Tcp (structure Lower = Eth Instance)This is a special-purpose protocol that reliably sendspackets of any length, but only between hosts attached tothe same Ethernet. The protocol stack is shown in Fig-ure 2. With such a protocol, it might be desirable to turno� TCP checksums, which are expensive to compute andnot as strong as the Ethernet Cyclic Redundancy Check.4By adding to the TCP functor a new parameter that speci-�es whether checksums should be computed, we can specifydi�erent behavior for di�erent instances of TCP.functor Tcp (structure Lower: PROTOCOLval compute checksums: bool):TCP PROTOCOL = ...structure Tcp Instance =Tcp (structure Lower = Ip Instanceval compute checksums = true)structure Tcp Over Ethernet =Tcp (structure Lower = Ethernet Instanceval compute checksums = false)In practice, each functor has several such parameters.Through the use of functors we have constructed trulymodular building blocks that may be \glued" together byinstantiation of these functors. Since the interface to thelower-level protocol is constrained to the generic protocolsignature, we now have the components of a modular im-plementation of the TCP/IP network protocol. These com-ponents can be used as building blocks to build other in-teresting protocols. The example of a non-checksummingTCP over Ethernet describes a protocol stack that is poten-tially much faster than the regular TCP/IP and thereforeattractive for applications that only need to communicateacross a single Ethernet. This protocol can be built by re-using the TCP/IP code without changing either the TCPor the Ethernet code. With these software building blockswe thus achieve a high degree of code re-use, an importantsoftware engineering goal, without sacri�cing modularity ortype safety.We can use functors to build what the x-kernel projectcalls micro-protocols, small protocols which can be added to4That is, the probability of random bit errors going undetected ishigher when using only the TCP checksum than when using only theEthernet CRC.

a stack to achieve particular goals. For example, we mighthave a micro-protocol whose function is to checksum out-going data and discard incoming segments with incorrectchecksum. Another micro-protocol might sequence data byattaching a sequence number to each outgoing segment anddelivering incoming segments to the higher layer in the or-der speci�ed by the sequence number. Compositions of suchmicro-protocols could be used to build protocols with thefunctionality of monolithic protocols such as TCP or IP.3.2 The PROTOCOL Signature in DetailThe TCP/IP protocol stack implementation sketched in theprevious section uses the PROTOCOL signature to de�ne thegeneric interface between layers: the PROTOCOL signature isthus the key to freely composable protocols. Since the com-piler enforces strict adherence to the requirements expressedin a signature, all protocols must match the PROTOCOL sig-nature. Furthermore, the speci�c protocol signatures are allderived from the generic signature using a form of speci�-cation inheritance. The design of the PROTOCOL signaturetherefore plays a central role in the overall architecture ofthe implementation.The de�nition of the PROTOCOL signature is given in Fig-ure 3. This signature is closed, meaning that it does notrefer to any external types or modules other than those inthe language de�nition. In particular the types are uncon-strained in the PROTOCOL signature, allowing a given protocolimplementation to choose their de�nitions as appropriate forthat protocol. The signature of a speci�c protocol, such asIP PROTOCOL, will usually specify or constrain these types,for example by de�ning a speci�c notion of address suitablefor IP implementations. In addition to declaring a num-ber of unspeci�ed types, the PROTOCOL signature de�nes thetypes of the arguments and results of the operations com-mon to all protocols so that other protocols may use themwithout relying on any speci�c implementation. This is cru-cial to achieving a modular protocol stack, and fundamentalto structured system design.Research in implementations of networking protocols hasproduced useful principles to guide the design of good imple-mentations. One of these is that copying the data unneces-sarily can be one of the most time-consuming operations op-erations, and therefore avoiding unnecessary copying is oneof the most important achievements of a good design. An-other principle is that the control ow of a program shouldmatch the data ow, so for example the receive operation,which delivers data from a lower layer to a higher layer,should be implemented as a so-called upcall from the lowerto the higher layer [3].With these remarks in mind, we now turn to a moredetailed description of the PROTOCOL signature.The type address is used to identify a peer of the proto-col (or application) layered above the protocol representedby this signature. An address pattern is a speci�cation ofa set of possible peers from which a connection request willbe accepted. A connection is a handle for sending data andclosing or aborting a connection.The type of incoming messages is the same across allFox Net protocols, and bound to the abstract data typeReceive Packet.T. This abstract data type provides modu-lar and e�cient access to the data and to the message head-ers and trailers while avoiding unnecessary copying. Thesame is true for Send Packet.T, to which the type of outgo-ing messages is bound.4



signature PROTOCOL = sigeqtype addresseqtype address patterneqtype connectiontype incoming messagetype outgoing messageval initialize: unit -> intval finalize: unit -> intval active open: address * (connection -> incoming message -> unit) -> connectionval passive open: address pattern * (connection -> incoming message -> unit)-> (connection * address)val close: connection -> unitval abort: connection -> unitval send: connection -> outgoing message -> unittype controltype infoval control: control -> unitval query: unit -> infoexception Initialization Failed of stringexception Protocol Not Initialized of stringexception Invalid Connection of connection * address option * stringexception Bad Address of address * stringexception Open Failed of address * stringexception Packet Size of intend (* sig *) Figure 3: Signature PROTOCOLA protocol may need to acquire system resources beforeit can operate. The lowest layer of the Fox Net, for ex-ample, must acquire resources from the operating system5so that it can communicate with the device driver.6 Theseresources must be explicitly released once the applicationno longer needs them, because the resources include hard-ware devices or operating system resources that will notbe released by the SML garbage collector. The finalizecall releases all resources held by the protocol and the cor-responding initialize call allocates the resources. Bothfunctions may be called multiple times, but resources areonly allocated on the �rst initialize and released on thematching finalize. The count of unmatched initialize callsis returned by both functions.A connection can be opened either by active open orpassive open. Both of these functions take as one of theirarguments a packet handler function that will be called whena packet is received. The connection value returned byeither of the open calls can be used to send any number ofpackets, and �nally to close or abort the connection. Thedi�erence between close and abort is that the latter willterminate even if the peer is no longer reachable.A protocol always has a send function, but needs noreceive: as data to be sent is given to the protocol when5Our implementation is built on top of the Mach 3.0 operatingsystem [10].6At the moment, the lowest level of our system communicates withthe device driver which resides in the Mach micro-kernel. Our systemresides entirely in user space.
the higher layer protocol calls send, so data to be receivedis given to the protocol when the lower layer protocol callsthe handler that was given as a parameter to one of theopen functions. This handler call is an upcall [3] since thelower layer protocol calls a function from a higher layer.Using upcalls for receive helps achieve high performance byallowing the transfer of packets from the bottom to the topof the stack with no context switches. We note that higher-order functions are a clean and easy way of implementingupcalls.The control function implements operations speci�c toeach protocol, and query delivers protocol-dependent infor-mation. For example, IP must be con�gured to use a spe-ci�c address as a default gateway, whereas TCP needs to betold when a packet has been consumed and more packetscan be accepted from the network. Likewise, each proto-col has information it can return, information that may bedi�erent from that of every other protocol. By binding thegeneric control and info types to appropriate speci�c typesin the speci�c signatures, we specify a di�erent set of oper-ations for each protocol; for example the IP control typeallows the speci�cation of a default gateway address. If aprotocol-speci�c operation or protocol-speci�c informationis needed by a higher-level protocol, as is the case for theelements of the IP header that must be included in the TCPchecksum, we can pass an encapsulation of that function asone of the parameters to the higher-level protocol functor;in the case of TCP we pass a function which computes thechecksum of the required elements of the IP header. When5



signature IP PROTOCOL = sigdatatype ip address =Address of fip: ubyte4, proto: ubyte1gdatatype ip address pattern =Pattern of fprotocol: ubyte1, source ip: ubyte4 optiongdatatype ip control =Set Default Gateway of fgateway: ubyte4g| Set Specific Gateway of fdestination: ubyte4, gateway: ubyte4g| Set Interface Address of string * ubyte4| Disable Interface of stringdatatype ip info =Info of fmax packet size: ip address -> int,interfaces: (string * ubyte4 option),local address: ubyte4 -> (string * ubyte4),packets sent: int,packets received: int,packets discarded: intginclude PROTOCOLsharing type address = ip addressand type address pattern = ip address patternand type incoming message = Receive Packet.Tand type outgoing message = Send Packet.Tand type control = ip controland type info = ip infoend (* sig *) Figure 4: Signature for the IP Protocol Layerbuilding custom protocols, only the encapsulation of thelower-level protocol function as parameters to the higher-level functor needs to be re-implemented.All of the functions are designed to return to their callerin the course of normal operations. When an unusual eventis detected, an exception is raised. The PROTOCOL signaturede�nes six generic exceptions that may be raised by any pro-tocol implementation. Protocol implementations only raiseexceptions from this group.3.3 A Speci�c Protocol SignatureAs mentioned earlier, the signatures of speci�c protocols arederived from the generic protocol signature by constrainingthe implementations of the types in the PROTOCOL signatureusing sharing speci�cations, and by specifying additionaloperations (if any) speci�c to that protocol. As an exam-ple, consider the signature of the IP protocol, given in Fig-ure 4. This signature binds the type address to the IPaddress type, correspondingly for address pattern, bindscontrol and info to corresponding types meaningful forIP, and binds incoming message and outgoing message tothe types Receive Packet.T and Send Packet.T that weredescribed in the previous section.The IP address and address pattern types are declared asrecord-valued datatypes: the datatype declaration makes thetypes unique for each structure matching this signature, andthe records make the structured values self-documenting.We use record-valued datatypes extensively in our signa-tures.
The IP protocol de�nition [8] speci�es a 4-byte IP num-ber which identi�es a host, and a 1-byte �eld which identi�esthe particular layer above IP to which packets will be given.Our IP address type speci�es both values, since this combi-nation uniquely identi�es the peer of the protocol that usesthis instance of IP to send data.The IP address pattern always has a �eld to identify thelayer above IP, and optionally speci�es the remote host byits IP number. This exibility is used to wait passively forpackets for a speci�c protocol, with the packets being eitherfrom a speci�c remote host or from any host. Once a packetmatching the pattern is received, the passive open completesand the packet is delivered to the speci�ed handler.The control type o�ers four control operations. Two al-low the enabling and disabling of a speci�c interface. We re-quire the local address for the interface to be speci�ed whenenabling an interface. The other two control operations al-low the speci�cation of a gateway (also known as router)for IP packets that must be forwarded to other networks.The gateway can be set either for all packets that cannototherwise be routed, or speci�cally for a particular desti-nation address. This control operation can be used whena corresponding ICMP redirect packet7 is received from agateway.The info type returns a variety of information used bothby the layers above IP and for monitoring the system. Inthe �rst category are the maximum packet size and the localaddress, which are used by TCP and UDP (via functor pa-7ICMP is the Internet Control Message Protocol, which lets IPsystems communicate to each other information about the network.6



rameters; Ethernet has corresponding functions, which canbe used for Tcp Over Ethernet). The other values returnedare useful for monitoring the system. Some of these valuesare functions since in general it would be either too expen-sive or outright impossible for every call to query to computeall the values that may be of interest. Instead we return afunction: this delays evaluation, thereby allowing the callerto ask for exactly the required data at the time it is needed.4 EvaluationWe have completed an initial implementation of the TCP/IPprotocol stack in ML. This includes implementations ofthe TCP, UDP, IP, ARP, and Ethernet protocols, and ofan Ethernet device interface. The device interface uses themach msg call in the Mach 3.0 micro-kernel to send and re-ceive packets. The implementation is coded in a type-safeextension of Standard ML with functions to access mach msgand with e�cient support for manipulation of 32-bit data.We have tested and run the entire protocol stack, andit successfully communicates both with other instances ofitself and with the standard implementations available underMach and SunOS.In this section we compare the Fox Net implementationof the TCP/IP protocol stack to that of the x-kernel version3.2, released in February 1993. LayerDevice Eth IP UDP TCP TotalSignatures 1 1 6 1 8 17Functors 3 2 8 2 9 24Total 4 3 14 3 17 41Table 1: Number of Modules in each LayerFigure 1 shows the number of signatures and functorsde�ned in our protocol implementation. This gives an ideaof the complexity of the implementation and the extent towhich we have exploited the modules system. The numberof structures created depends on the exact protocol stackthat is being built.The complexity of the implementation can also be seenby comparing the number of �les in the Fox Net and x-kernelprotocol implementations, shown in Table 2. In this table,the numbers for IP also include the ARP protocol, and forthe x-kernel also the vchan protocol. The Fox Net protocolimplementations altogether have about 7; 000 non-comment,non-blank lines of code whereas the x-kernel protocol imple-mentations have about 8; 400, again showing approximateequality in the complexity of the two systems.Device Eth IP UDP TCP TotalFox Net 3 3 14 3 17 40x-kernel 2 2 20 4 21 49Table 2: Number of Files in each LayerThe �gures in Table 3 give the size of .o �les in the x-kernel, and the count of bytes of executable code and staticdata for the Fox Net. It should be noted that the Fox Netsizes include a signi�cant amount of debugging code.

Device Eth IP UDP TCP TotalFox Net 82 16 200 46 282 626x-kernel 11 10 66 14 73 174Table 3: KBytes of Object Code4.1 PerformanceThe performance of a protocol implementation is generallymeasured by both latency and throughput. Latency is thetime between sending a packet and its reception by the peer,and is measured in seconds. Throughput is the amount ofdata that can be sent to a peer in a given time, and ismeasured in bits per second.In our experiments, the performance is measured on anisolated 10Mb/s ethernet network between pairs of identical64MB DECstation 125s (with 25MHz MIPS/R3000 CPU's)running Mach 3.0 version MK 83+NETFIX. For these pre-liminary numbers (the protocols are still under develop-ment) the machines were running in multi-user mode andran the Andrew File System, but were otherwise unloaded.Measuring latency directly would require either instan-taneous communication between the peers or synchronizedclocks. Instead of measuring the latency directly, we mea-sure round-trip time by having a protocol instance send asmall packet to its peer which responds as quickly as pos-sible by sending a return packet; the time between sendingthe packet and receiving the response is the round-trip time,which is twice the latency. The round-trip time for each pro-tocol in the Fox Net and the x-kernel is shown in Table 4.Round Trip (ms)IP UDP TCPFox Net 19.6 22.5 54.8x-kernel 3.5 3.9 4.9Table 4: Measured Round-Trip Time of Protocol Stacks.Directly measuring throughput of an unreliable protocolsuch as IP or UDP is only feasible if the receiver is at leastas fast as the sender. We have chosen instead to measurethroughput using a simple ow control strategy in whichcon�rmation messages are transmitted by the receiver backto the sender to signal that all transmitted data has beenreceived and more data can be sent.Throughput in general is known to be a�ected by thesize p of packets sent as well as by whether the packetsare fragmented to �t large segments in smaller hardwarepackets; with our ow control scheme throughput is alsoa�ected by n, the number of bytes before a con�rmationmessage is sent. The TCP protocol has its own ow controland segmentation mechanisms, and its performance is lessdependent on n or p than on the size w of the TCP windowparameter, which plays a role similar to n.In the x-kernel, fragmenting a large packet is faster thansending smaller unfragmented packets, whereas in the cur-rent implementation of the Fox Net the opposite is true.Because of these factors there can be no single numberrepresenting the throughput of a protocol, and no implemen-tation is likely to be \faster" than any other implementationfor all values of n, p, and w. We have chosen to report the7



performance of our system with n = 24; 576, since this isthe size of the network data bu�ers reserved by the versionof the Mach operating system that we use, and allows us tooperate reliably even if the receiver is slow. We have chosento present performance both with large fragmented packets,p = 24; 576, and with the largest packets that can be sentwithout fragmenting, using p = 1472 for UDP and p = 1480for IP. For TCP we have arbitrarily chosen a window sizew = 4; 096, which is the window size used by default onmany systems in common use.All our throughput tests measure the real time neededto send approximately 2 million bytes of data. The resultsare shown in Table 5. Speed (Mb/s)IP IP-frag UDP UDP-frag TCPFox Net 2.3 1.3 2.1 1.4 0.3x-kernel 2.2 4.4 2.0 4.3 2.4Table 5: Measured Throughput of Protocol Stacks.Table 4 shows the latency of the Fox Net to be betweensix and ten times greater than for the x-kernel. Table 5shows that the throughput of the Fox Net is equal to the x-kernel for unfragmented IP and UDP, but up to eight timesless for TCP. Since the latency is measured with small pack-ets and the throughput with large packets, this suggests thatour per-packet costs are relatively higher than those of thex-kernel, whereas our per-byte costs, which usually domi-nate when sending large packets, are comparable to those ofthe x-kernel except when fragmenting data.The throughput �gures tell us the x-kernel is faster whenfragmenting than when sending packets without fragmenta-tion; since it takes more work to fragment and reassemblea packet than not to, it is fair to assume that the x-kernelfragmentation code is especially optimized, which is not truefor the Fox Net. Optimizing the Fox Net code to the samedegree as the x-kernel might yield comparable throughput.The throughput and latency �gures both show the FoxNet implementation of TCP to be substantially slower thanthe x-kernel implementation. The latter is derived from theBSD implementation available in most versions of Unix, andis a highly-tuned implementation of a complex protocol; itis therefore not surprising that it is substantially faster thanour implementation, which was entirely written by one ofthe authors in less than a year.Because there are ample \opportunities for optimiza-tion"8 still ahead of us, we regard these performance �guresas preliminary. It is however satisfactory to note that thethroughput of our IP and UDP protocol implementations isalready in the same order of magnitude as that of productionimplementations that are in common use.4.2 Programming LanguageThe features of SML that helped us in our work includethe module system, static type checking and type infer-ence, higher-order functions, and automatic memory man-agement. Perhaps because we are building systems which8To borrow a phrase from a well-known systems researcher.

are designed to be implemented using monomorphic lan-guages, one feature we have not used extensively is poly-morphism.Modules are crucial for structuring the system, and func-tors in particular permit parameterization of system compo-nents, which greatly improves code re-use. Speci�cally, wehave shown in this paper how signatures and functors maybe used to express directly the x-kernel notions of meta-protocol and micro-protocol.Higher-order functions are also used heavily. For exam-ple, in a protocol, send is a higher-order function that yieldsa procedure of type outgoing message -> unit when givena connection as an argument. The use of a functional re-sult allows us to arrange for send to compute a specializedmessage-sending procedure that takes advantage of speci�ccharacteristics of the connection. Thus, that part of the costof sending messages that is speci�c to the connection maybe amortized over multiple message-sends. Another exampleof the use of higher-order functions is seen in active open,which takes a functional argument representing the standardnotion of an upcall. Lower-level protocols can use the upcallfunction to handle incoming messages, thereby eliminatingmany of the costs of data copying and context switchingthat might otherwise occur as messages proceed from layerto layer.Automatic memory management has helped us avoidmany painful bugs and achieve high performance. However,extended pauses adversely a�ect the performance of a proto-col which is expected to react to an incoming message withinmilliseconds. Furthermore, we observe that such pauses cancause packets in an unreliable protocol to be dropped. Thus,we plan to replace the current stop-and-copy garbage col-lector with an incremental garbage collector that will causefewer extended pauses.The Fox Net does make use of polymorphism, for ex-ample in the signature and implementation of utility mod-ules which are used at di�erent types. However, neitherthe PROTOCOL signature nor the speci�c signatures have anypolymorphic types. It is possible that as we continue tostudy the problem we will isolate more patterns of controlthat are common in networking code, and that we will ab-stract these patterns using polymorphism.Our FoxML extension to Standard ML has some newtypes and operations on those types. The new types arebyte arrays, 8-bit, 16-bit, and 32-bit unsigned integers, andcontinuations. Signatures for these types are in Appendix A.Byte arrays are used to store data in memory contigu-ously. This allows simple control over the layout of data inmemory, to the extent that data can be encoded as bytes,and helps achieve seamless communication with parts of thesystem that are not written in SML, speci�cally the operat-ing system and the hardware devices. Both of these expectdata to be presented with a speci�c layout in memory, andbyte arrays help us store the data in the proper format. Itshould be noted that byte arrays only allow for the simplestnon-nested layouts, and we have in fact needed to use oneunsafe operation to implement the nested data structure re-quired by Mach. We are actively working to address thisproblem, and in the future we expect to be able to safelycontrol memory layout for data structures.Unsigned integers of di�erent sizes are useful both toimplement speci�c operations and to store �elds of speci�csize. An example of the former is the TCP sequence num-ber �eld, the computation of which requires 32-bit modulo8



arithmetic. An example of the latter is the IP protocol �eld,which can take values between 0 and 255 and always has onebyte reserved for it in data structures. We are able to storethese unsigned integers into byte arrays and retrieve themfrom byte arrays. To achieve good performance we haverestricted the byte array indexing operations to work onlywith indices that are multiples of the size of the value. Ingeneral, we have been able to con�rm the experience of oth-ers that careful control of data representations and layout iscrucial in realistic systems programming.Continuations are created by callcc and invoked bythrow [7]. We have used continuations to write, entirely inFoxML, a coroutine package that implements all the multi-threading required by our current implementation. Like-wise, we have been able to implement a simple timer pack-age using only FoxML. Since the TCP protocol is designedto be implemented using a number of timers and threads,being able to implement the coroutine and timer packagesin FoxML has given us the bene�t of custom threads andtimer packages without having to debug a threads packagewritten in an unsafe language.Though our software is by no means bug-free, there areclasses of bugs that are common in large software systemsthat we have not seen, most signi�cantly undetected mem-ory usage errors. We do not su�er from null pointer de-referencing, incorrect allocation, incorrect de-allocation, orfrom undetected access outside of an array. It is well knownthat these are some of the most common and insidious of er-rors. In fact we have been able to �nd multiple such bugs inthe SML runtime system and in the Mach 3.0 micro-kernel,both written in C. We attribute this not to exceptionallycareful design on our part, but to the emphasis on typesafety in SML.With three people working full-time on the software, wehave observed that in most cases when an interface changes,its signature will change and the compiler will report anymodule that depends on the interface and has not been up-dated. It is not an unusual experience for us to have multiplepeople signi�cantly change a number of modules, test themindividually, �x any incompatibilities unearthed by the com-piler, compile them, and have everything run awlessly the�rst time. Such behavior is not normally observed with pro-grams written in other languages.5 Concluding RemarksWe have designed and built a modular implementation of astandard and widely used network communications protocol.The division of the system into independent modules with awell-de�ned interface between protocols ensures that proto-cols can be composed into a variety of protocol stacks with-out sacri�cing type safety. The design hinges on a genericprotocol signature that contains exactly those types and val-ues that we expect every protocol implementation to sup-port. This signature is enriched and specialized to producethe speci�c signatures for the individual protocols. Protocolimplementations that satisfy a speci�c signature also satisfythe generic signature. Our protocol implementations are pa-rameterized to run on top of any protocol that satis�es thegeneric signature, and can therefore be easily composed toform di�erent special-purpose protocols.Our design makes heavy use of higher-order functionsand the modules system of SML. In fact, we have found

that many of the standard techniques for structuring oper-ating systems and network communication systems can beexpressed directly and elegantly in SML. Thus, in contrastto C, we have been able to explain system-structuring tech-niques in concrete terms (that is, expressing them as SMLcode), as opposed to relying on the abstract and usually adhoc descriptions typical of the systems-programming litera-ture.In the near future, we plan to improve the performanceof our system through pro�ling, identifying bottlenecks, op-timizing our code, and improving the compiler. We alsoplan to continue improving the language to allow clean, ef-�cient, and type-safe expression of low-level operations. Weplan to add new protocols so we can experiment with morecombinations. Eventually, we would like to extend our workto other areas of systems programming.Speci�c features that we would like to see in the lan-guage are type abbreviations in signatures, which would letus specify types in signatures without using datatypes, andsafe ways to build data structures with control over the lay-out as well as the ability to specify that certain memorystructures may not be relocated by the garbage collector.Our work has also helped us identify desirable improve-ments to our current language implementation, which is de-rived from the SML/NJ compiler. For example, the currentimplementation is unable to generate invariants for loopsand use them to reduce the amount of work to be done in-side the loop. This could be used for example to eliminatebounds check inside loops which access arrays, e.g. copyloops. Another interesting challenge is to allow some sepa-rate compilation, but have the �nal optimization of the re-sulting code occur at link time. Such optimizations would letthe compiler specialize polymorphic functions on the typesof values that will actually be supplied to them, do cross-module register allocation, and so on. Finally, it is possibleto imagine that further delaying code generation until run-time might also prove bene�cial. For example, when oursend routine returns a function that is specialized for theconnection, it is possible that a run-time code generatormight be invoked to generate specialized and highly opti-mized code for this function.An area of considerable interest within the network com-munity is Integrated Layer Processing (ILP). A programthat has been restructured for ILP will combine all its ma-nipulation on incoming or outgoing data into a single inte-grated loop, so a single pass is made over the data. This hassigni�cant performance bene�ts, but as traditionally imple-mented results in a breakdown of modularity, since the codefor all layers of the protocol stack must be present in thesingle loop over the data. From the point of view of compi-lation, ILP is reminiscent of deforestation; we suspect thata compiler performing suitable optimizations, perhaps in-volving link-time or run-time code generation, might achievemuch the same performance as ILP while preserving sourcecode modularity.Our TCP/IP implementation is a �rst step towards es-tablishing the feasibility and usefulness of advanced pro-gramming languages for developing real-world systems, par-ticularly network communications systems. While the per-formance of our implementation in SML does not yet matchthat of the most highly tuned C implementation, we are en-couraged to have already achieved reasonable throughput,with as yet little tuning or performance analysis.Besides performance, software quality considerations arealso important. Here, we can already claim to have imple-9
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A Signatures of SML Extensionstype 'a contval callcc: ('1a cont -> '1a) -> '1aval throw: 'a cont -> 'a -> 'bsignature BYTEARRAY = sigeqtype bytearrayexception Sizeexception Subscriptexception Rangeval array: int * int -> bytearrayval sub: bytearray * int -> intval update: bytearray * int * int -> unitval length: bytearray -> intval extract: bytearray * int * int -> stringval fold: (int * 'a -> 'a)-> bytearray -> 'a -> 'aval revfold: (int * 'a -> 'a)-> bytearray -> 'a -> 'aval app: (int -> 'a) -> bytearray -> unitval revapp: (int -> 'a) -> bytearray -> unitend(* UBYTES matches Byte1, Byte2, Byte4 *)signature UBYTES = sigeqtype ubytestype bytearrayval + : ubytes * ubytes -> ubytesval - : ubytes * ubytes -> ubytesval * : ubytes * ubytes -> ubytesval div: ubytes * ubytes -> ubytesval mod: ubytes * ubytes -> ubytesval min: ubytes * ubytes -> ubytesval max: ubytes * ubytes -> ubytesval > : ubytes * ubytes -> boolval >= : ubytes * ubytes -> boolval < : ubytes * ubytes -> boolval <= : ubytes * ubytes -> boolval print: ubytes -> unitval makestring: ubytes -> stringval << : ubytes * int -> ubytesval >> : ubytes * int -> ubytesval !! : ubytes -> ubytesval xor: ubytes * ubytes -> ubytesval || : ubytes * ubytes -> ubytesval && : ubytes * ubytes -> ubytesval to int: ubytes -> intval from int: int -> ubytesval update: bytearray * int * ubytes -> unitval sub: bytearray * int -> ubytesend10


